This paper presents a new formulation of the dynamical Coulomb friction problem in finite dimension with discretized time. The novelty of our approach is to capture and treat directly the friction model as a parametric quadratic optimization problem with second-order cone constraints coupled with a fixed point equation. This intrinsic formulation allows a simple existence proof under reasonable assumptions, as well as a variety of solution algorithms. We study mechanical interpretations of these assumptions, showing in particular that they are actually necessary and sufficient for a basic example similar to the so-called "paradox of Painlevé". Finally, we present some implementations and experiments to illustrate the practical aspect of our work.
dynamic problems has also been investigated in [BH09] . In this latter work, sufficient conditions ensuring an infinity of equilibrium configurations for arbitrarily small coefficients of friction are given. As far as we know, the dynamic problem for continuum media with unilateral contact and Coulomb's friction is still an open issue, even if some attempts have been made in [JE99, EJ03] with normal compliance models.
In the context of finite-dimensional systems (rigid-body systems or space-discretized systems by finite-element methods), existence and uniqueness has been obtained in [Bal00] for the dynamics with perfect unilateral constraints, mainly under an analyticity assumption on the data. When the Coulomb friction is involved, many authors have investigated static, quasi-static or evolution problems and its dramatic features, such as non-existence and non-uniqueness, which have been known for a long time. Among others, see [GB99] about the so-called "paradox of Painlevé", which is the most famous example of such systems for which non-existence may occur. Nevertheless, some results can be cited such as [BB05] , where some decoupling in the stiffness matrix is assumed. In the static case, which is the static counterpart of the problem of Duvaut-Lions, Janovský [Jan81] and Haslinger [Has83, Has84] prove existence of a solution in the two-dimensional case with scleronomous boundary conditions, for any coefficient of friction. This result is fact contained in the present paper. For the quasi-static case, a counter example to uniqueness is given by [Bal99] for arbitrarily small friction coefficients.
For the time-discretized problem and finite-dimensional systems, the literature seems more scattered. In [Ala97] , an indirect attempt to prove existence of solutions is made by studying the convergence of the method of Alart and Curnier [AC91] , dedicated to solving the incremental problem. In [Ala93], necessary and sufficient conditions are given for existence of solutions to the discrete problem, derived from the static formulation. In the two-dimensional case or for a faceted three-dimensional cone, the advocates of the linear complementarity (LCP) approach propose several existence results [ST96, APS99, Ste98] , using the copositive LCP theory. The most advanced existence result appeared in [KP98] , which studies the semi-coercive case (where the stiffness matrix is only positive semi-definite). Existence is proved under the assumption that the data of the problem lie in a specific cone. We will present here a similar result: we need a slightly more stringent assumption, but we propose a simpler proof using only standard convex analysis tools. Furthermore we use a formulation of the problem which opens the way to reasonably stable solution algorithms.
Note finally that the mathematical analysis of the incremental problem for the space-and time-discretized dynamics is very similar to that of a quasi-static problem for finite-dimensional situations; therefore our results as well as those of [KP98, PS99] can be applied to the dynamic case, providing that some care is taken when formulating the problem (see the discussion in [AC10, Section 3]). Conversely, the results in [ST96, APS99, Ste98] apply only for scleronomous external constraints. A straightforward application of the latter results are not possible for the time-discretization of the quasi-static problem.
Numerical resolution.
A review of the main existing approaches to solve numerically the discrete incremental frictional contact problem is given in [AB08] ; let us comment them briefly here. The algorithms for solving LCPs have been extensively used when the friction cone is polyhedral (two-dimensional case or cone-faceting approach). In [Kla86, KB88, AFSP91, PG96, ST96, PT96] , pivoting methods such as Lemke's are used to solve the LCP. This is the only example of numerical algorithms proved to compute a solution when an existence criterion is satisfied [ST96, APS99] . For the Coulomb cone, the projection/splitting method for finite-dimensional variational inequalities [MD87, MD88, DSF91, Fen95, DSF98, JT88, JM92, JAJ98] and the nonsmooth (semi-smooth or generalized) Newton methods [CA88, AC91, CKPS98, PK94, LGW98] are the most widespread methods for solving the incremental problem. Unfortunately, there is no general proof of convergence for such methods.
The originality of this paper is that it makes an extensive use of convex analysis, shedding new light on the problem. The nice interplay between convex analysis and mechanics (and especially contact mechanics) comes back to the seminal work of J.-J. Moreau (for instance [Mor66] ). We stress here in particular the role of conic optimization ([BV04] is suggested for this topic). The notions as well as notation are standard and follow closely those of the reference textbooks on convex analysis [Roc70, HUL93] .
Linear, discrete-time contact mechanics with friction
We present here the standard modeling of the multi-body friction problem, coming when discretizing the dynamics of a mechanical system involving contact and friction. The formulation ends up with the system (2.3) (with friction model (2.2)) that is the object of this paper. Details on how to produce the data M, f, H, w of (2.3) for a general mechanical problem are skipped, but § 2.2 provides an example (see also [Cad09b, AC10] ). Note that impacts are not considered in this paper, but using Moreau's rule [Mor88] they can be easily added.
Elements of modeling, incremental problem
We consider a mechanical system in a d-dimensional space identified to R d (in practice, d = 2 or d = 3) with a finite number m of degrees of freedom. We assume the system is discretized in time, and focus on one time-step of the evolution. Unilateral contact is assumed to occur in a finite number n of points in the system. Labelling arbitrarily the contacting bodies by A i and B i at the i-th contact point, define the unit normal vector e i from B i towards A i , the discretized relative velocity u i ∈ R d of A i with respect to B i and the discretized impulse r i exerted by B i on A i over the current time-step. Assuming linear discretized kinematics, the generalized velocities v ∈ R m are related to the relative velocities at contact points u := (u 1 , . . . , u n ) ∈ R nd and to the discretized impulses r := (r 1 , . . . , r n ) ∈ R nd by affine equations. Specifically, (u, v, r) are related by the kinematic relation and dynamical equation
where H ∈ R nd×m , w ∈ R nd , M ∈ R m×m and f ∈ R m are known. In this paper, we always make the assumption -which is standard in that situation:
The matrix M is symmetric and positive definite.
Contact at each point i gives additional coupling constraints. Here, we model friction using Coulomb's law. The velocity u i and impulse r i are assumed to satisfy Coulomb's law, stating that (u i , r i ) ∈ C(e i , µ i ) where the set C(e i , µ i ) is defined by a disjunctive constraint as follows. Let µ i ∈ [0, ∞[ and e i ∈ R d (standing for µ i and e i ); a vector z ∈ R d is decomposed as z = z T + z N , with z T orthogonal to e i . Then the set C(e i , µ i ) ⊂ R d×d is defined by
either: r = 0 and u N 0 (take off) or:
r T µr N and u = 0 (sticking) or: 0 < r T = µr N and ∃ α > 0 :
(note that sliding implies u N = 0). The take-off case occurs when the normal velocity is nonnegative and the contact force is zero, which means that there is no attractive force (no adherence, this models dry friction) nor repulsive force when the bodies separate. The sticking case occurs when the relative velocity is zero, then the contact force can lie anywhere in its cone. Finally, the sliding case occurs when the two bodies are moving tangentially to each other. In this case, the contact Copyright line will be provided by the publisher inria-00495734, version 1 -28 Jun 2010
force must be "as opposed as possible" to the relative velocity (this is often called the maximum dissipation principle [Mor88] ). Altogether, the incremental problem we focus on is
with C(·, ·) defined by (2.2). The incremental problem (2.3) is an archetype and a template of the problem that we have to solve in more general situations under the static or quasi-static assumptions, or in the nonlinear mechanical case when an outer Newton procedure is performed.
Illustration of the modeling
In some particular instances (essentially, when d = 2 and n is small) (2.3) can be solved by hand. In this subsection, we describe a toy problem, inspired by the so-called paradox of Painlevé [Pai95] , whose modeling results in such an incremental problem. In addition to its illustrative interest, it will be used later as a use-case for our existence criterion. It has only one degree of freedom and one contact, in dimension 2, and shows that problem (2.3) may have no solution (Example 2.1).
Consider the situation depicted on Figure 2 . The point A is moving along the axis Ox with fixed velocity u 0 (possibly, u 0 < 0, in which case the point A is moving leftwards). A rigid rod of length l holding a mass m at its lower end B is articulated with A by a perfect pivot joint. The end B of the bar is subject to unilateral contact with the ground : it can either touch the ground as on Figure 2 , or take off. In case of contact, the ground applies a force (or impulse, to allow for impacts) λ onto the bar at B. The only degree of freedom of this system is parametrized by the angle θ, and it is subject to the gravity field g along Oy (with g > 0 meaning that the gravity is directed upwards, and g < 0 that it is directed downwards).
The evolution of the system is governed by the equation
and its discretization yields (see [AC10] ) the incremental problem (2.3) with data
Example 2.1 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence) Take the values in (2.5) : m = 1, l = 1, g = −1, h = 1 and v 0 = 0. We do not fix the value of u 0 , µ and h 0 at the moment, and assume that h 0 < l so that the contact can be active, with θ ∈]0, π/2[. It is easy to prove [AC10] that problem (2.3) has a solution if and only if
(2.6)
In particular, this gives a simple example where no solution exists. This is coherent with intuition: when tan θ > µ, the torque applied by the friction force r acts on the bar counterclockwise, and allows to compensate the effect of gravity which tends to drive the bar downwards, towards the ground. If Copyright line will be provided by the publisher inria-00495734, version 1 -28 Jun 2010 tan θ = µ, the friction force exerts no torque at all and plays no role. Finally, if tan θ < µ, the torque applied by the friction force r acts clockwise and increases the effect of gravity by driving B towards the ground as well. The friction force being unable to compensate gravity, nothing prevents the bar from penetrating the ground and the unilateral constraint has to be violated, therefore no physical solution exists.
Conic optimization formulation
In this section, we reformulate the incremental problem (2.3) as a parametric conic optimization problem coupled with a fixed-point equation. This formulation lends itself to a simple existence result ( §4) and to a variety of algorithmic approaches, mentioned in §6.
Notation and recalls of convex analysis
We fix our notation and recall some concepts of convex analysis that will be used throughout this paper. We work in finite dimension spaces identified to R k for various k, equipped with the canonical Euclidean norm denoted by · . Given a vector x ∈ R k , the subscripts "N " and "T " indicate normal and tangential components of a vector with respect to a given unit vector e ∈ R k . In other words,
A subset S of R k is called a cone if αx ∈ S for any x ∈ S and α > 0. Note that 0 ∈ S if S is a closed cone. The basic object of our study is the so-called second-order cone K e,µ , defined in terms of a direction e ∈ R k and a parameter (the friction coefficient) µ ∈]0, +∞[ by
We also consider the two extreme cases
In the sequel, µ will represent a friction coefficient and it will lie in [0, +∞]. The closed convex cone K e,µ is also called ice-cream, Lorentz or Coulomb cone, and has received a lot of interest from the optimization community as an important instance in conic programming (see for instance the review [AG03] or references in the textbook [BV04] ). In our context, it appears naturally when expressing Coulomb's friction law, as explained in forthcoming Lemma 3.1. Note also that products of second-order cones in a Cartesian product space still form closed convex cones. The normal cone to S at a points ∈ S is the closed convex cone defined by
Normal cones generalize in convex geometry orthogonal subspaces in linear geometry: if V is a vector space, then for any
The dual cone of S is the closed convex cone of R k defined by
If S is a closed convex cone, we see on definitions that S * = −N S (0) and moreover there holds (see [HUL93, Ex. III.5.2.6])
It is easy to see that the dual of the second-order cone K e,µ (with µ ∈]0, ∞[) is also a second-order cone:
This also holds for µ = 0 and µ = ∞, with the convention that 1/0 = ∞ and 1/∞ = 0: we have indeed
Note finally that the interior of K e,µ has an explicit expression: for µ ∈]0, ∞[, we have
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A convex function is not necessarily differentiable everywhere, and gradients of f at x generalize to subgradients: those g satisfying
The set of subgradients of f at x is a closed and convex set, denoted by ∂f (x) and called the subdifferential of f at x. For example, consider the indicator function i S of the convex set S, which takes the value 0 on S and +∞ outside: this is indeed a convex function, whose domain is S. Its subdifferential is easy to compute:
Note finally that a minimum x of f is characterized by the optimality condition ∂f (x) = 0, generalizing the condition ∇f (x) = 0 when f is smooth (this is easy to see on the definition (3.5)).
Conic complementarity constraints
Operating a change of variables inspired by the so-called bipotential [DSF98] , we introduceũ ∈ R nd defined bỹ
If µ i = 0, this change has no impact; so we treat the two cases (µ i = 0 and µ i = 0) separately and we consider I := i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : µ i = 0 and n I := Card I.
For i ∈ I, the change u i →ũ i can be written with the help of a new variable s i :
Now we introduce a matrix E ∈ R nd×nI to write the change synthetically: E is constructed by concatenating n I columns E i ∈ R nd , where E i is itself the concatenation of n vectors of R d , all zero except for the i th which is µ i e i . An example to fix ideas for d = 2, n = 3 is
The following observation will be useful: for any s and t in R nI and i = 1, . . . , n,
In terms of the new variablesũ := (ũ 1 , . . . ,ũ n ) ∈ R nd and s := {s i : i ∈ I} ∈ R nI , we thus write (3.7) simply as u = u + Es and we proceed to reformulate (2.3) withũ and s. First, the kinematic equation in (2.1) is
Second, the impulse-velocity formulation (2.2) of the friction is equivalent to n conic complementarity systems:
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher inria-00495734, version 1 -28 Jun 2010 P r o o f. To alleviate notation and fit with (2.2), we omit super-and subscripts. If (2.2) is valid, then r ∈ K and u N 0, so thatũ ∈ K * ; it suffices to check thatũ ⊥ r. In the take-off case (r = 0) and for sticking (u = 0 so thatũ = 0) it is obvious, and in the sliding case we havẽ
In each case, (3.10) is satisfied.
Conversely, if (3.10) is valid, we see that
2) is satisfied (take-off case).
(ii) Ifũ = 0 then u = 0 and since r ∈ K by assumption, (2.2) is satisfied (sticking).
(iii) Ifũ = 0 and r = 0, thenũ ∈ ∂K * , so that u N = 0, and r ∈ ∂K \ {0}. Moreover, 0 =ũ
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is an equality, which proves that u T and r T are collinear. Finally, since u ⊤ T r T = −µr N u T < 0, these vectors have opposite directions and (2.2) is satisfied (sliding case). In each case, (2.2) il satisfied.
Along with (3.10), we introduce the product-cone
so that the conic complementary constraints (3.10) can be condensed in a single one
Note that the dual cone of L is
In summary, the incremental problem (2.3) is thus equivalent to the following conic complementarity constraint
where the variables are (v, r,ũ, s) ∈ R m × R nd × R nd × R nI . The idea will be to extract from (3.13) the conic complementarity problem
14)
where s ∈ R nI is considered as a (fixed) parameter, to be adjusted so as to recover the full (3.13). The motivation for isolating these last three constraints is that they turn out to be optimality conditions of an optimization problem (parametrized by s) with good theoretical properties; this is the subject of the next section.
Fixed-point formulation
This section is devoted to the conic optimization problem
Its (quadratic) objective function
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is strongly convex and inf-compact (knowing that M is assumed to be positive definite). Elementary arguments show that its feasible set
is closed and convex. Thus, wheneverC(s) is nonempty, (3.15) has a unique solution. This defines the mapping
which yields two more mappings, also well-defined:
The domain of these three mappings is the set of s ∈ R nI such thatC(s) = ∅. Our motivation is that (3.14) makes up the optimality condition for (3.15) or (3.16), namely −∇J(v) ∈ NC (s) (v). We proceed to make this more precise.
Lemma 3.2 For v ∈C(s) (assumed nonempty), there holds
Note that r ⋆ has no reason to be unique, unless H ⊤ is injective. To solve the incremental problem (3.13), we therefore have to find a fixed point of F . Now, a converse to the above theorem is desirable: will a fixed point of F provide for sure a complementary solution? This relies upon (3.20) holding as an equality, which requires some subtle technicalities from convex analysis; we now turn to this question.
For all i = 1, . . . , n, set
and introduce similarly to (3.12) and (3.17):
(a convex cone included in L * ) and
Remark 3.4 (Opening L partially) Observe that L is the product of two cones: i∈I K i (a non-polyhedral cone) and
. To obtain L we open the first cone -replacing by < in (3.2); but we keep as is the second. Observe in particular that L is sandwiched between L and the relative interior of L. This distinction in two cones is not strictly necessary for our development; but first, it is motivated by a companion work [CM10] , which supplements our existence results of §4 below; second, it will allow us to put in perspective our result with some other's, see §4.3 below.
The point in introducing C is that its nonemptiness guarantees optimality conditions for (3.15).
Lemma 3.5 (Qualification) For any s such that C(s) = ∅, the conic optimization problem (3.15) has a unique solution v(s) and there exists r such that (v(s),ũ(s), r) solves (3.14). P r o o f. It is convenient for this proof to introduce the notation
and to formulate the conic optimization problem (3.15) as
Observe that K i * is a half-space of R d when i / ∈ I: the functions in the last sum above are all polyhedral. Naturally,C(s) ⊃ C(s) = ∅. Then (M is positive definite), the optimization problem has a unique solution (v(s),ũ(s)) characterized by the optimality condition 0 ∈ ∂Z(v(s),ũ(s)).
Now the qualification assumption C(s) = ∅ is just what we need to subdifferentiate Z using [Roc70, Thm. 23.8]: a subgradient of Z is the sum of individual subgradients, each of which is easy to characterize. In fact, such a subgradient is an m + nd-vector of the form
where r varies in R nd and each q i is made up of nd-dimensional vectors, all zero except the i th , which varies in N K i * (ũ i ). Thus, the optimality condition 0 ∈ ∂Z(v(s),ũ(s)) gives
Existence of a solution to the incremental friction problem
The previous section has provided a constructive way of solving (3.13): (i) using some internal subalgorithm to solve the optimization problem (3.15), (ii) compute a fixed point of F (3.19), (iii) then we usually have a solution of the incremental friction problem (unless C(s ⋆ ) = ∅, a rare event). This section studies the question whether such a fixed point exists. It turns out that the assumption
is relevant; in particular, it implies that each instance of (3.15) is well-posed (Lemma 4.2 below). This entails useful continuity properties of the mappings C(·) and F (·), which enable us to show existence via the Brouwer fixed-point theorem. We conclude the section with some comments concerning (4.1).
Preliminary results
First, C(·) enjoys a very handy property: 
On the other hand, take i ∈ I; knowing that e i ∈ K * e i ,µ i and 
By positive homogeneity, (Hv + w + Et) i = 2z also lies in K * i . Altogether, Hv + w + Et ∈ L * . The same argument can be applied toC -without calling for [HUL93, Lemma III.2.1.6]. We proceed now to show that R nI is even contained in its interior, call it S. In fact, take s ∈ R nI + and v ∈ R m such that (Hv + w + Es) i ∈ K * i for i = 1, . . . , n. Then we see from (3.9) that, for some δ > 0,
Thus, taking t close enough to s implies Hv + w + Et ∈ L * , i.e. v ∈ C(t): our s does lie in S. The rest is Lemma 3.5.
Applying Brouwer's theorem
To apply Brouwer's theorem, we need to prove that the mapping F is bounded and continuous. We recall that a strongly convex function such as J of (3.16) has bounded sublevel sets:
For given t ∈ R, the sets {v ∈ R m : J(v) t} are bounded . To prove continuity, we introduce the optimal value of (3.15), considered as a function of s: P r o o f. For this proof, we consider the subset of R nI × R defined by
We claim that Γ is closed and convex. To prove convexity, take (s 1 , t 1 ) and (s 2 , t 2 ) in Γ, with associated v 1 , v 2 satisfying the above property. For α ∈ ]0, 1[ and v α := αv 1 + (1 − α)v 2 , we directly see from convexity of L * and J that
so that α(s 1 , t 1 ) + (1 − α)(s 2 , t 2 ) still lies in Γ.
To prove closedness, take a sequence (s k , t k ) k ∈ Γ converging to some (s,t) ∈ R nI × R, and an associated sequence
k is included in a sublevel set of J, and is therefore bounded. Extract a subsequence (v k ′ ) k ′ converging tov ∈ R m and pass to the limit for k ′ → +∞ in
In view of closedness of L * and continuity of J, the cluster point (s,t) lies in Γ (associated tov). In summary, Γ is a closed convex set.
We observe now that q(s) can be written (by pushing the objective function down to the constraints, with the help of an extra variable t) as q(s) = min{t : (s, t) ∈ Γ}.
Thus q is the so-called lower-bound function of Γ; Theorem IV.1.3.1 of [HUL93] says that q is convex (and lower semicontinuous) on R nI . Besides, q is finite-valued in a neighborhood of R 
First, pass to the limit for k ′ → ∞ in the relation Hv(s k ) + w + Es k ∈ L * . By continuity of H and E and closedness of L * , we get that Hv + w + Es ∈ L * , i.e.v is feasible for (3.15) with parameters. Besides, J(v(s k ′ )) → J(v) because J is continuous; and J(v(s k ′ )) → J(v(s)) because q is continuous (Proposition 4.4); hence J(v) = J(v(s)). Thus,v is not only feasible but optimal. Because the optimal solution of (3.15) is unique, the arbitrary cluster pointv has to be v(s) itself.
We are now in a position to conclude. 
Comments on the assumption
The previous section has proved existence of a solution to the incremental problem, under the assumption that C(0) = ∅. A slightly more tolerant assumption would bē
which is mechanically more natural: it means that, at each contact point i, kinematics allow the relative velocity to lie in the dual (K e i ,µ i ) * of the friction cone. A property of this kind has to hold, indeed. For example, consider an over-simplified assumption:
which just means that preventing penetration must be kinematically possible (unlike the meaningless situation of Figure 3 where the rigid ball is crushed between the motionless ground and a rigid plane with velocity u 0 ). Assumption (4.5) is u 0 Fig. 3 Penetration cannot be prevented (4.4), where all the friction coefficients µ i are set to zero. As shown by Painlevé's example, it does not suffice to guarantee existence of a solution.
In [KP98] , A. Klarbring and J.S. Pang use still another assumption: they formulate (2.3) as a quasi-variational inequality and prove existence if, in the notation of the present paper,
This turns out to slightly extend (4.4): Proposition 4.7 If M is positive definite, the above assumption means
(4.6) P r o o f. Let T be (the closed convex cone) defined by
If M is positive definite, the property (v, r) ∈ T implies v = 0 and u = 0: in this situation,
Examining (2.2) with u = 0, the last conditions mean r i ∈ K i . Thus, the Klarbring-Pang assumption means
In other words, it means w ∈ Ker (H ⊤ ) ∩ L * . The result follows with [Roc70, Cor. 16.4.2], stating that the polar of an intersection is the closure of the sum of polars.
It goes without saying that closing a set enlarges this set: (4.6) is a more tolerant assumption than (4.4), which itself is more tolerant than (4.1). Our existence result is definitely weaker than that of [KP98] (especially as a positive semidefinite M is accepted, there). This is the price to pay when replacing a complementarity problem by a minimization problem. Note also that Theorem 4.6 is slightly generalized in [CM10] , where existence of a fixed point is proved under Assumption (4.4).
In fact,(4.1) could probably be weakened if we defined v(s) as a solution of (3.14) instead of (3.15): the calculus rule necessary for Lemma 3.5 could then be avoided. However, this theoretical advantage would be fairly expensive for computational purpose: efficient algorithms abound to solve the nice minimization problem (3.15), whose solution behaves reasonably well when s varies. The only equilibria (hence fixed points) not covered by our overly restrictive assumption Copyright line will be provided by the publisher inria-00495734, version 1 -28 Jun 2010 (4.1) are those where Lemma 3.5 does not apply; to be sure, these solution should be fairly hard to compute. Indeed, the present work is more oriented toward constructive aspects.
The following synopsis summarizes the theoretical results available so far:
3) via quasi-variational inequalities w ∈ Im H + L * ⇒ existence of a fixed point, which may not solve (2.3) w ∈ Im H + L * ⇒ existence of a solution for (2.3), computable via optimization and fixed point.
Another aspect of the present work is the use of convex analysis, which appears as a handy tool to treat mechanical problems. For an illustration, we mention that the present material is actually extracted from [Cad09a] , where the same results are also proved using convex analysis, but the arguments are different. For example, Lemma 3.5 is proved by invoking the dual of (3.15), namely
This alternative proof technique has its numerical advantage, as (4.7) might be easier to solve in some instances. Let us also outline the different proof techniques of Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5; actually, both could have used the same calculus rule (either that of a sum, or that of a composition by an affine mapping). Convex analysis thus appears as a handy tool, but also versatile.
Illustrations and discussion
As far as existence of a solution to the incremental problem (3.13) is concerned, the previous sections have revealed three relevant assumptions: (4.1), (4.4), (4.6). They are indeed very close together, their difference being limited to theoretical hairsplit. In this section, we will focus on (4.4), which is the most natural and has a simple mechanical interpretation, mentioned at the beginning of § 4.3. Our aim now is to mention a number of its practical applications: the frictionless case ( § 5.1), Painlevé example ( § 5.2), and an important class of mechanical systems, where the external objects are motionless or in rigid-body motion ( § 5.6). We also consider in § 5.7 a situation where the assumptions hold for any w ∈ R nd .
Frictionless case
When all the friction coefficients are zero, the matrix E is empty and the variables s andũ disappear from (3.13). If (v, u, r) is a solution, then in particular (4.5) is satisfied, so that the equivalent condition (4.4) is satisfied. In other words, (4.4) is actually a necessary and sufficient condition for existence in the frictionless case. Besides, there is no difference between (4.1), (4.4) and (4.6) because L is polyhedral: each K e i ,µ i is a half-line.
Also from a numerical point of view, this case is much easier than the general case with actual friction: indeed, since there is no variable s, there is no fixed point problem either, it suffices to solve the convex minimization problem (3.15) once to get the solution. In addition, there is nothing nonlinear in this problem: (3.15) is a quadratic program with linear constraints. In a word: in the frictionless case, the incremental problem (3.13) reduces to one standard quadratic optimization problem.
Painlevé's example I: necessity
Recall Painlevé's Example 2.1 of § 2.2, with m = 1, l = 1, g = −1, h = 1 and v 0 = 0. We saw that a solution existed if and only if u 0 0, or u 0 > 0 and tan θ > µ. For this example, (4.4) means: Figure 4 shows the three possible situations, depending on the sign of u 0 and tan θ − µ. It is clear from the picture that (4.4) is equivalent to the condition of Example 2.1: again it is necessary and sufficient.
Painlevé's example II: non-necessity
On the other hand, keeping the same data as in § 5.2, just set g = +1: gravity is now directed upwards. Also let u 0 = 1 and h 0 be such that θ < arctan µ when the contact is active. The same study as in Example 2.1 shows that a unique solution exists, the bar taking off under the effect of the (reversed) gravity. Yet the matrix H and the vector w are unchanged, so (4.4) does not hold: this condition is therefore not necessary in general.
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Painlevé's example III: non-uniqueness
When rigid bodies are used, it is clear that contact forces are usually non-unique: because of the assumption of perfect rigidity, contact forces may compensate each other without any effect on the dynamics. For instance, for the static problem of a square lying on the ground, both solutions depicted on Figure 5 are valid (provided µ is large enough). One may think that, although the forces are non-unique, the dynamic behaviour (that is to say, v and u) should be unique. However, consider again Painlevé's example of § 5.3 with u 0 = 1, h 0 = l/ √ 2 (so that θ = π/4 when the contact is active) and µ = 2. Again, we can solve the incremental problem by inspection, and we find that two outcomes are possible: either we apply no contact force and the bar takes off under the effect of the (reversed) gravity, or we apply a friction force which compensates gravity and yields a solution where the bar remains in contact and slides on the ground.
Painlevé's example IV: some comments
Intuitively, we would have expected the friction cone L to appear in any reasonable criterion for existence. Painlevé' s example shows why the appearance of the dual cone L * in Assumption (4.4) is actually natural: the property Hv + w ∈ L * allows the friction force to act against penetration, by taking u ∈ L * and r ∈ L so that u ⊤ r 0 and the contact force tends to increase the velocity along the direction in which the force is applied. Otherwise, if this criterion is not met, then applying a contact force in a given direction can only decrease the velocity in that direction, which is counter-intuitive but may happen (it does, for example, when u 0 > 0 and µ > tan θ).
Also note the difference between (4.1) and (4.4): when the former is met, it is possible to produce a (strictly) positive change of velocity in the direction of the applied contact force r: one can get u ⊤ r > 0. When only the latter is met, the situation is more ambiguous; one can only ensure u ⊤ r 0, which means that the contact force produces only a nonnegative change of velocity in the direction r. One may think that this is not enough to ensure existence, but surprisingly [KP98] states the opposite, as it needs (4.6) and nothing more. This remark also indicates why (4.4) should be valid very often: unless the mechanical system is quite tricky, applying a force in a given direction usually produces motion in that same direction.
Section 5.3 explained why (4.4) is only sufficient in general: when the system is such that non-penetration occurs naturally without applying any contact force (say with the gravity directed upwards), there is no need to ensure that the contact force should act in the right direction! Requiring (4.4) here would be overly pessimistic.
Said otherwise, the criterion is purely kinematic and does not involve the mass matrix M nor the term f containing forces and initial conditions. As it does not use all the available information (in particular, it does not "know" whether contact forces are actually needed), its non-necessity is not surprising.
Along the same lines, note that (4.4) is of purely kinematic nature. As a result, it is intrinsic: although it is expressed in terms of H and w, it actually depends only on the geometry of the system and not on the chosen parametrization.
External objects with rigid motion
The above-mentioned intrinsic character of (4.4) enables us to show that for a large class of systems, the incremental problem (2.3) always has a solution. Suppose that the external objects, if any, move as a single rigid body. Then, applying this same field of velocity to all the internal objects of the system yields zero relative velocity at all contact points (since Copyright line will be provided by the publisher inria-00495734, version 1 -28 Jun 2010 the whole system is moving as a rigid object), which means that
this is exactly (4.4). In particular, when there are no external objects or when the external objects are motionless, then w = 0 in general (this is true for usual parametrizations, but may be false if one uses a time-dependent parametrization or a moving reference frame). In this case, taking v = 0 suffices to obtain (4.4).
As an illustration, all systems depicted on Figure 6 have a solution to the incremental problem at each time-step. On this The third example consists in a rotating drum filled with bodies; once again, the only external object (the drum) is moving as a rigid body and a solution exists. By contrast, there are two external objects with imposed motion on Figure 2 : the ground, which is fixed, and the upper end of the bar (point A) which moves with velocity u 0 . They are of course required to allow non-existence.
Conditions on H
If the rows of H are linearly independent, i.e. if Ker (H ⊤ ) = {0} = (Im H) ⊥ , then Im H is the whole of R nd , and so is Im H + w. The intersection Im H + w ∩ S is just S for any set S, and assumptions (4.1), (4.4) and (4.6) are satisfied. No matter how w is chosen in R nd , a solution exists to the incremental problem. Now the same property turns out to hold under a weaker assumption, namely When they hold, the incremental problem (3.13) has a solution for all w ∈ R nd . P r o o f. Introduce the convex sets G := Im H + L * and G := Im H + L * ; recall Remark 3.4: G contains the relative interior of G. Roc70, Cor. 16.4 .2], this set is cl G which is therefore the whole space; in particular, G is full-dimensional. Knowing that the interior of a convex set and of its closure are the same ([HUL93, Prop. III.2.1.8]), G is full-dimensional as well and we write
This exactly means (ii). The rest is Theorem 4.6. Mechanical examples where the matrix H has full row rank are usually found in the simulation of deformable bodies discretized by finite element techniques. In such an application, the number of degrees of freedom m is usually far more larger than the number of reaction nd at contact points. This fact is mainly explained by the role of the Coulomb friction which acts as a boundary condition, and then only on the degrees of freedom of the boundary. In such applications, the existence of solution is ensured as it has been already shown in [Jan81] and [Has83, Has84] . The condition (5.1) is illustrated on the simple example depicted on Figure 7 , where a rectangle is supported on two circular bodies. The circle on the left is fixed and the right one is subjected to a rigid motion. In this case, The elements of the Kernel of H T are not in the product of the Coulomb cone. This situation is representative of many practical situations where a rigid body is subjected to many contacts. This situation results in existence of solutions but with non-uniqueness of the contact forces.
Numerical Experiments
Solving the incremental problem (2.3) via the approach suggested by § 3.3 requires two nested algorithms. This section mentions some possibilities and presents some illustrations.
The outer algorithm must solve the fixed-point problem s = F (s) coming from (3.19). One can use the standard method of successive approximations s k+1 = F (s k ). It has the advantage of being simple but its convergence is not guaranteed; the main drawback is that the sequence (s k ) may diverge. A sophisticated alternative is Newton's method, possibly coupled with a stabilizing device based on minimizing the least-square function F (s)−s 2 ; see [DS83] . However some theoretical work would be advisable to analyze the impact of the discontinuities in the derivatives of F . Other approaches are possible, consisting in applying nonsmooth optimization [Kiw85] to minimize some norm of F (s)−s, which is a so-called composite function [Fle87] . Here again, theoretical properties of the derivatives of F need investigation.
To compute each F (s), i.e. to solve the inner problem (3.15) , several options are available. (i) Directly use a solver which can handle a quadratic objective function and second-order cone constraints; such solvers exist and typically use interior-point methods.
(ii) Via the classical trick which pushes the quadratic objective function down to the constraints, reformulate the problem as a standard linear second-order cone program (SOCP); then use an off-the-shelf SOCP solver. We tried this approach, but the results were disappointing, in view of the significant increase in problem size due to the reformulation. (iii) Replacing each constraintũ i ∈ K * i by its definition (3.2) results in an "ordinary" optimization problem with n nonlinear constraints. Then any algorithm such as successive quadratic programming (SQP) can be used, see [Fle87] . If n is really large, this may necessitate some customization of the quadratic program to be solved at each iteration. (iv) As often done when solving friction problems, the second-order cones K i can be approximated by polyhedral ones [Kla86, AFSP91, PG96, ST96], in which case our subproblem (3.15) becomes an ordinary quadratic program. This can also be improved via a column generation technique, in which the number of facets approximating L is dynamically managed along the process. (v) Explicit formulae exist to project a point onto the second-order cone; one can therefore also use a naive projected gradient method to solve the dual problem (4.7). This is hardly an attractive option, given the notorious inefficiency of gradient methods, but it is easy to implement and gives a basis to compare more elaborate methods. Having no solver (i) at hand, we now present some illustrations using a simple implementation: projected gradient (v), coupled with successive approximations for the fixed-point problem. We also present the faceting approach (iv), here with four facets. Note that we do not advocate faceted friction cones, since they introduce artificial anisotropy and do not seem likely to allow better computing times or robustness in our approach. We only report these results in order to get a rough idea of the improvement which could be gained by switching to an interior-point method in our context: in fact, we use OOQP [GW03] to solve the resulting quadratic program.
We considered for our experimentations the very classical mechanical problem of simulating the dynamics of a granular material composed of rigid spheres, subject to gravity and to external unilateral constraints imposed by the ground and lateral walls. We simulated the complete dynamics, solving the incremental problem repeatedly. For all simulations, we used a time-step of 0.02 seconds. The friction coefficient we used depended on the experiment, but the restitution coefficient was always 0.2. The tolerances were as follows: -In the projected gradient algorithm, we checked if 1 n Proj(r − ∇I(r)) − r r + 1 10 −8 , I being the objective function in (4.7); besides, we allowed a maximum number of 250 iterations. -For the faceting approach, we used the default settings of OOQP.
-The outer algorithm (the fixed-point loop) was stopped when
with ε = 0.01 by default. This criterion was met at all time-steps of all simulations, without reaching the allowed maximum number of 20 iterations (the largest number of subproblems to be solved for a given time-step was 12). Table 1 sums up the results. For three problems, with respectively 150, 300 and 600 rigid spheres (beads), it gives the statistics along the time-steps (TS), with projected gradient (first line) and interior points (second line); the friction coefficient is µ = 0.3 for all runs. It is remarkable that the number of inner problems to solve does not seem to increase with the problem size (knowing that the friction coefficient is fixed). Of course, the computing time does increase, since the time needed to solve each inner problem increases. Also, the computing time using projected gradient is not much worse than with interior points. This is partly due to the fact that warm restart is possible using projected gradient, but not with OOQP. This is not crucial at the beginning of the simulation, when the system is moving fast; in fact, interior points is by far the faster, then; but in the last steps of the simulation, when the stack of beads tends to stability, warm restarts become a huge advantage and projected gradient catches up.
Note that for a given problem (i.e. a given number of beads), the results depend on the solver. In particular, when the cone is faceted, the whole simulation tends to need less time-steps (and has therefore a lower average number of contacts per time-step, since this number increases during the simulation). For the same reason, the average computing time indicated in the last column of Table 1 should be considered with care. Figure 8 shows the distribution of computing times in more detail during the simulation of the 600 beads problem. The influence of warm restarts is here obvious: the time needed by interior points increases more or less regularly with problem size (here indicated by the number of contacts), whereas projected gradient benefits a significant decrease for large problem sizes: this is due to the fact that larger numbers of contacts occur at the end of the simulation, when warm restarts are the most efficient.
In another experiment, we tested the influence of the friction coefficient. We considered the 300-bead problem and ran the simulation using projected gradient where the tolerance ε in (6.1) was set to 10 −4 and the maximum number of fixedpoint iterations was set to 50, so that convergence took longer and was more informative. We stopped the simulation at the first time-step where the number of contacts reached 250 and we plotted the value of the stopping criterion (6.1) during the fixed-point iterations. We repeated this experiment for µ varying from 0.1 to 0.9, the results are reported in Figure 9 . The influence of the friction coefficient is clear: it changes the rate of convergence of the successive approximations algorithm. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new formulation of the Coulomb friction problem in discrete time, as a fixed point problem. This allows us -to prove existence of a solution using quite simple arguments, -to tackle the problem numerically using an iterative procedure, which solves a sequence of convex quadratic problems under conic constraints. Preliminary numerical experiments showed the practicality of the method. They revealed that the number of inner optimization problems to be solved is remarkably independent of the problem size, whereas it clearly increases with the value of the friction coefficient.
Possible directions for future work are to study the theoretical convergence of the method, and to investigate adequate algorithms to solve the inner optimization problem. Ideally, these algorithms should combine the efficiency of interior points and the ability to use warm restarts. n dans lui-même; applicationà la mécanique du contact.).
